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In Brief
How do we perceive scenes or objects yet resolve their fine details? Lu et al. found that high spatial detail organizes in spatiotemporally separated neural clusters within primate intermediate area V4, preserving visual acuity from early toward higher cortical areas.
INTRODUCTION
Human and non-human primates effortlessly see both global and local features of objects in great detail (Bar, 2004) . The Gestalt school proposed that the global percept (the ''whole'') of a stimulus was prior to its local features (the ''parts'') (Koffka, 1922) , implying that we first perceive a coarse image before it becomes differentiated ( Figure 1A ). This provided the theoretical foundation for subsequent work exploring how low-acuity visual information (assumed to convey the coarse global whole) precedes high-acuity (local) feature information (Bar, 2004; Bullier, 2001; Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002; Hughes et al., 1996; Navon, 1977) .
As the entry cortex to the primate visual hierarchy, V1 is known to subserve high visual acuity (as quantified using grating spatial frequency [SF] selectivity), with a retinotopic fall-off in resolution corresponding to an inverse relationship between SF preference and retinal eccentricity (De Valois et al., 1982; Foster et al., 1985; Levitt et al., 1994) . Beyond V1, the size of receptive fields (RFs) expands to accommodate the increasing complexity of encoded visual features along the hierarchy, enabling us to see objects coherently and clearly ( Figure 1B ) (Kravitz et al., 2013; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999; Rousselet et al., 2004) . However, this expansion is paralleled by an overall decrease of the preferred SF from V1, V2, and V4 toward object-selective areas within inferotemporal cortex ( Figures 1C and 1D ) (Arcaro and Livingstone, 2017a; De Valois et al., 1982; Desimone and Schein, 1987; Foster et al., 1985; Levitt et al., 1994) . This inverse relationship between increasing encoded feature complexity and decreasing visual acuity presents vision research with a paradox. One possible solution to this fundamental paradox is a reverse hierarchy of recurrent feedback loops linking global processing sites back to local ones such as V1 ( Figure 1D ) (Bullier, 2001; Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002) .
Another solution could be that higher-acuity information does indeed persist to later processing stages of the visual hierarchy such as V4, situated between early and later cortices (Kravitz et al., 2013; Roe et al., 2012; Rousselet et al., 2004; Rust and Dicarlo, 2010; Ungerleider et al., 2008) . Such a solution is consistent with an early seminal single-unit study on general tuning properties of dorsal parafoveal V4 neurons, showing a small group of randomly recorded neurons incidentally preferring SFs up to 8 cycles/ (Desimone and Schein, 1987) . Recently, accumulating evidence from fMRI reveals that low-level visual information like SF and position can be decoded in high-level cortical areas (Groen et al., 2017; Mackey et al., 2017; Rajimehr et al., 2011) . Inspired by this, we suggest that V4 may serve as an important connecting link between the analysis of local features by V1 and V2 toward more efficient global object and scene representations in inferotemporal and parahippocampal cortex. But what is the nature of the link? To date, no one has examined, at the neuronal level in the same preparation, the transformation of visual resolution represented by SF selectivity across the early to intermediate visual areas V1, V2, and V4. In this study, we first assessed population SF selectivity simultaneously across macaque parafoveal V1, V2, and dorsal V4 by taking advantage of the high spatial resolution and large scale of intrinsic-signal optical imaging. We then applied electrophysiological laminar recordings to investigate SF selectivity and its functional significance in V4 at the neuronal level. In doing so, we ask two questions. First, how is the optimal visual resolution represented across the functional organization in V1, V2, and V4? Second, if higher resolution is preserved in V4, how is it linked to the distinction between local and global perception (such as that represented in Figure 1A )?
RESULTS

Overall Monotonic Decrease of Optimal SFs across V1, V2, and V4
The intrinsic signals of cortical population responses of V1, V2, and V4 were simultaneously recorded in 10 hemispheres of five subjects responding to full-screen, drifting sine-wave gratings at different SFs (0.25-8 cycles/
). An example of the overall population responses of the three simultaneously recorded visual areas to various oriented drifting gratings (0 , 45 , 90 , 135 ) is presented for various SFs (Figures 2A and 2B ). In the polar orientation preference maps, hue represents orientation preference and brightness represents the response strength ( Figure 2B ). The grating stimuli strongly activated all three areas, consistent with electrophysiological data that show robust responses to gratings from V1 to V4 compared to more specialized stimuli (Hegdé and Van Essen, 2007) . The brightness of the polar maps waxes and wanes, peaking successively across V4, V2, and then V1, as the SF increases. The population responses averaged within the three areas of this subject ( Figure 2C) and across all subjects ( Figure 2D ) exhibited a monotonic decrease of the optimal SF from V1, to V2, and to V4 (ANOVA p = 3.1 3 10 À7 , post hoc Tukey Kramer correction: V1 versus V2, p = 2.2 3 10 À4 ; V1 versus V4, p = 1.7 3 10
À7
; V2 versus V4, p = 0.03). The preferred (optimal) SFs are the SFs at which cortical neurons give their optimal or best responses to the test gratings. Above 8 cycles/
, not only V4 but also the parafoveal V1 and V2 were not visually responding (Figures 2B and 2C) . Thus, our overall population results using optimal SFs closely matched previous findings of the SF preferences of macaque V1, V2, and V4 from single-unit recordings (De Valois et al., 1982; Desimone and Schein, 1987; Foster et al., 1985; Levitt et al., 1994) , and recent fMRI studies (Arcaro and Livingstone, 2017a) . We also confirmed the inverse relationship between SF selectivity and retinal eccentricity across V1, V2, and V4 of all monkeys ( Figure 2E ). Note that the slopes for V1 and V2 are larger than that for V4.
We further compared the optimal SF selectivity across the unique organizational compartments of primate early visual cortices, i.e., the blobs and interblobs of V1, and the stripes of V2. Using similar methods as for rodents (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003) , we first generated eccentricity maps in both V1 and V2 ( Figures 3A-3C) . We studied the population responses driven by orientation-, direction-and color-stimuli to functionally identify blobs and interblobs in V1 ( Figure 3B ), and three functional compartments in V2 ( Figure 3C ) Lu and Roe, 2008) . The population responses to drifting gratings at various SFs were then carefully examined across these finer cortical compartments. An example ( Figure 3D ) shows that the optimal SF-selective responses were clearly separated between blobs and interblobs in V1 but not in V2. For all monkeys tested, our overall population results ( Figure 3E ) agreed with previous studies showing significant differences of the optimal SF between blobs and interblobs in V1 (Nauhaus et al., 2016; Silverman et al., 1989; Tootell et al., 1988; Xu et al., 2007) , but not between stripes in V2 (Levitt et al., 1994) . The strict inverse relationship between SF selectivity and retinal eccentricity across V1 blobs and interblobs, and across V2 compartments was also plotted across 10 hemispheres in 5 monkeys ( Figure S1 ).
SF-Selective Functional Domains in V4
On closer examination of V4, orientation population responses across the V4 cortical surface appeared inhomogeneous, indicating SF-selective functional responses. As illustrated in Figure 4 , we unexpectedly observed discrete orientation domains that were activated by SFs of 2 cycles/ and higher. The functional domain indicated by the red region of interest (ROI) was clearly activated at SFs up to 8 cycles/ , and this high-SF-selective domain was surrounded by numerous domains activated by lower-SF stimuli ( Figures 4A and 4B ). When considering V4 is an intermediate processing stage along the ventral visual hierarchy and if there exists SF-selective functional domains, the strict retinotopic fall-off relationship in resolution between SF preference and retinal eccentricity seen in V1 and V2 might be violated (Figure 2E) . We thus selected five neighbor ROIs (the colored ROIs, see STAR Methods) along the increasing eccentricity spanned from 1.5 to 5 ( Figure 4A ) for further quantification ( Figures 4C and 4D ). The preferred SF of ROI-1 (red curves) was clearly distinct from the other ROIs. Importantly, in regard to the eccentricity map ( Figure 4A ), ROI-1 exhibiting high-SF selectivity was located farther from the fovea than the other, lower-SFselective ROIs 2-4 ( Figures 4A and 4B ). The eccentric location of ROI-1 therefore violates the inverse proportionality rules between SF preference and retinal eccentricity known from V1. The population responses of the simultaneously recorded V1 and V2 areas in the same hemisphere of the V4 were also presented for comparison ( Figures S2A-S2C) . When viewed as a differential SF map, the response pattern of V4 ( Figure 5A ), but not the simultaneously recorded V1 and V2 ( Figure S2D ), resembles that seen in area 17 of carnivores (Issa et al., 2000; Shoham et al., 1997) . However, in contrast with carnivore V1 (area 17), the appearance of higher-SF-selective functional domains at the intermediate level of primate V4 suggests that higher-acuity processing is retained to later stages of the visual hierarchy in primates. The observation of statistically significant responses to higher SFs preserved in sporadic domains in V4 was confirmed within each hemisphere for all monkeys studied ( Figure 5B ). There was no difference of the spatial resolution among V1, V2, and high SF domains in V4 (ANOVA F = 0.9, p = 0.43, post hoc Tukey-Kramer correction: V1 versus V2 p = 0.90, V1 versus high SF domains in V4 p = 0.40, V2 versus high SF domains in V4 p = 0.66). This clustering explains the small sample of some 11 cells reported in awake macaques that happened to respond to higher SF stimulus up to 8 cycles/ (Desimone and Schein, 1987) .
To confirm the findings from the intrinsic-signal population responses electrophysiologically, we used a custom-made series grid to guide and label the electrode position for each perpendicular penetration in V4 of two awake, fixating, macaques. Most cells were recorded within the central 6 of the lower visual field ( Figure 6A ). For consistency with intrinsicsignal optical imaging, we used full-field grating stimuli to examine the SF preferences of V4 neurons, and only analyzed cells with strong orientation responses to drifting sine-wave grating stimuli. Because the RFs of V4 neurons within a cortical column are similar in retinotopic position and size , we used the RF of the most responsive unit to represent the RF of each penetration. For the overall neural population, we observed that neural RF sizes increase with retinal eccentricity (Figures S3A and S3B) (Desimone and Schein, 1987) . We also found that SF preference is inversely correlated with both eccentricity ( Figure 6A ) and RF size ( Figure S3C ). Consistent with intrinsic-signal optical imaging ( Figure 2E ), the basic retinotopic organization of V4 is much like that of V1, both areas exhibiting an inverse proportionality between SF preference and retinal eccentricity. Yet, although neurons preferring SFs below 1 cycle/ were distributed across a wide range of recording sites in V4, neurons with higher-SF preferences (8 cycles/ and above) were located in discrete clusters. This is illustrated in Figure 6B , where each recording site is color coded according to its SF preference. Within 5 eccentricity there are two distinct clusters preferring high SFs (>8 cycles/ and up to 12 cycles/ tested)-far exceeding the reported average optimal SFs of V1 and V2 neurons at similar eccentricities (De Valois et al., 1982; Foster et al., 1985; Levitt et al., 1994) . Neurons recorded from the surrounding low-SF sites had SF preferences ranging from 0.1 to 1.5 cycles/ (mean 0.64 ± 0.47 cycles/ , N = 262). Examples of neural responses recorded at the same cortical depth in three separate sites (labeled 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 6B ) are presented in Figure 6C . Recording site 2 was located at a larger eccentricity than site 3 but had a much higher SF preference (up to 12 cycles/ tested) and a smaller RF size. Figure 6D shows two laminar recording examples (sites 1 and 2 in Figure 6B , one preferring higher SF and the other lower SF). We used current source density (CSD) analysis for laminar differentiation ( Figure S4 ) . The SF tuning is conserved across depth in each recording site, confirming the population responses of intrinsic-signal optical imaging by revealing columnar clustering of neurons selective for lower-versus higher-SF spatial analysis. 
SF-Selective Domains Link to Global and Local Spatial
Features V4 has been found to process more complex visual features than V1 and V2 (Gallant et al., 1993; Nandy et al., 2016; Okazawa et al., 2015; Pasupathy and Connor, 2002; Ponce et al., 2017) , and in particular to represent global contours and surfaces formed from local image elements (Cox et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2012) . Anticipating that high-SF-selective domains most likely encode local elements within such images, we tested this hypothesis by using a textured bar stimulus similar to tire tracks ( Figure 1A ). The stimulus was constructed from local line elements angled at 45 to the global long axis of the bar, i.e., giving a 45 difference in the ''local'' and ''global'' orientations ( Figures 7A and S5 ). The power spectrum of these local-global stimuli has multiple SF components ranging from 0.25 to 16 cycles/ independent of its local and global orientations, compared to 2 cycles/ for the conventional sine-wave gratings that served as the control stimulus ( Figure 7A ). Note that the 2 cycles/ grating elicited strong responses from all five ROIs presented above ( Figure 4C , dotted box). The differential orientation maps for all ROIs in response to local-global orientation stimuli and control drifting grating stimuli are presented in (D) The SF tuning curves for ROIs 1-5 and the whole V4 area. The responses were normalized to the maximum responses of each ROIs, respectively. See also Figure S2 for simultaneously recorded V1 and V2. Figure 7B . To generate the orientation-response profile (Basole et al., 2003) , we analyzed the orientation-preference map (colored contours) superimposed onto the differential orientation map (dark-bright domain map) of each ROI (see ROI-1 and ROI-3, given as examples in the middle row of Figure 7C ). When using local (45 and 135 ) and global (0 and 90 ) orientation stimuli ( Figure 7C ), only the orientation-response profile of ROI-1 represented the 45 and 135 local orientations. By contrast, using the control grating stimulus, the orientation response profile for ROI-1 was in close register with ROIs 2-5 (and for the whole V4 area). An analogous result was obtained when switching the local orientations to 0 and 90 and the global orientations to 45 and 135 ( Figure S5 ). We infer that, at the population level, high-SF-selective domains in V4 encode local features, whereas low-SF-selective domains encode global features of the same stimuli. This is reminiscent of our previous work of simultaneous optical imaging of V1, V2, and V4 in response to abutting-line illusory contour stimuli . This study showed that V4 signals the global orientation of illusory contours, while V1 and V2 represent the orientation of the local induced lines due to the SF difference between V4 and V1/V2. This functional dissociation of SF population responses within V4 was verified electrophysiologically ( Figures  7D, 7E , S6, and S7). At the neuronal level, we also found that a subset of neurons preferring an intermediate range of SFs exhibited two response peaks, one representing the local and the other the global orientations (the middle panel, Figures 7D and  S6) . Together, these results indicate that V4 can encode both local and global features, depending upon stimulus spatial scales and individual neural SF preferences ( Figures 7E and S7 ).
Substantially Longer Response Latencies within
Higher-SF Neural Clusters Natural scenes contain multiple SFs, particularly low-SF components (Hughes et al., 1996) . Human and non-human primates often see the global ''gist'' of an object, or scene, before discerning local detailed features (coarse-to-fine perception) (Grill-Spector and Kanwisher, 2005; Hegdé , 2008; Hughes et al., 1996; Sugase et al., 1999) . As an example, neurons in macaque inferotemporal cortex that are active during face perception encode the global facial category 50 ms earlier than they begin to encode finer information such as identity or expression (Sugase et al., 1999) . We assumed that the V4 neurons encoding local and global features might show similar differential timing. We measured the electrophysiological response latencies for V4 neurons in low-versus high-SF domains, exposed to their corresponding optimal grating stimuli ( Figure 8 ). In addition, because we used laminar probes (Figures 6  and S4 ), we could identify whether response latencies exhibited any differences across cortical laminae. We found that neurons located in discrete higher-SF clusters responded substantially later than those in lower-SF clusters (SF R4 cycles/ = 61. Figure 8C ) and independent of their eccentricities ( Figure S8) . Furthermore, the G layer responded significantly faster than the SG layers for both lower and higher SFs (lower SF: p = 2.6 3 10 À4 ; higher SF: p = 0.012). In all units recorded and all SFs tested, the neural response latency was significantly correlated with the stimulus SF ( Figure 8D) , with substantially longer response latencies for neurons encoding higher SFs than for lower SFs. Such a spatiotemporal separation in the processing of low-and high-SF information is consistent with the coarse-to-fine nature of human and non-human primate perception (Grill-Spector and Kanwisher, 2005; Hegdé , 2008; Hughes et al., 1996; Kauffmann et al., 2014; Ringach, 2003; Sugase et al., 1999 ). from the corresponding average image at a high SF (4 cycles/ ). The dark patches, marked by cyan crosses, in the SF map correspond to regions that were more activated by the lower SF, while the white patches marked by red crosses were more activated by the higher SF. The SF map is calculated using the same method used for cat V1 (Shoham et al., 1997 Figure S2 .
DISCUSSION
The ability to discriminate objects based on their detailed features critically depends on the spatial resolving power of the visual system. How the visual system achieves visual acuity along the visual hierarchy for us to see both global and local features with equal ease and clarity remains elusive (Figure 1 ). All neurons in V4 (and most likely also in inferotemporal cortex) do not necessarily have low visual acuity. Our work aims to evaluate a core concept of whether some low-level information like optimal spatial resolution is preserved along the visual hierarchy, and, if so, what are its functional implications. By combining large-scale intrinsic signal optical imaging and electrophysiological neural recording, we asked (1) how resolution is represented across V1, V2, and V4, and (2) how it may relate to local-global processing. Our imaging and electrophysiological results revealed an unexpected functional organization of neural clusters in parafoveal V4 selective for different SFs (Figures 4 and 6 ). The SFs preferred by neurons in those isolated clusters could reach as high as 12 cycles/ (Figure 6 ) and thus far exceed the known average peak SFs of V1 and V2 neurons at comparable retinal eccentricities. The higher-acuity clusters violate the eccentricity rules of V1 and V2 and preferentially encode the local, not global, features of the same stimulus (Figure 7) . These results suggest that V4 may confer finer spatial information to later stages involved in detailed object recognition than previously thought. Furthermore, the neural activity of the high-acuity functional compartments in V4 was found to respond about 10 ms later than those in low-SF domains (Figure 8 ). This difference in response latency is consistent with the coarse-to-fine theory of visual perception, which is inspired by the Gestalt dictum that the ''whole'' is prior to the ''parts,'' meaning that it arises before the parts.
We used full-field grating stimulation in order to optimize the intrinsic-signal optical imaging across V1, V2, and V4, and for the subsequent comparison of these results with electrophysiological recordings. The grating stimuli robustly activated all three areas at both population and single-cell levels, consistent with previous studies Hegdé and Van Essen, 2007; Pan et al., 2012) . How might these unexpected functional domains revealed through the use of gratings (Figures 4, 5 Okazawa et al., 2015; Pan et al., 2012; Pasupathy and Connor, 2002; Ponce et al., 2017) ; although, when accounting for spatial scaling, there is some heterogeneity of RF structure across these three areas (Hegdé and Van Essen, 2007) . To test the functional significance of these neural clusters, we used a textured bar stimulus comprised of a broad range of SFs (a simplified tire track stimulus, Figure 7 ). As expected, the higher-acuity functional domains differentially encoded local versus global features (Figure 7 ) due to different spatial scales for local and global features within the textured bar stimulus. We propose that neurons in high-acuity domains may also exhibit other RF differences. For example, a future avenue of investigation should assess how the complex stimulus selectivity for texture or curvature reported by other V4 studies may differ across the functional domains identified in this study. It will also be important to assess ventral V4, although its position precludes the structural mapping we employed for dorsal V4. Our finding of the selective neural clustering of different acuity signals linked to local versus global segmentation may provide a parsimonious mechanism for detailed spatial analysis in higher areas, and this merits further study in the general context of V4 functionality (Roe et al., 2012) . Most hierarchical filter models of visual processing generate low-level feature invariant responses, for example ignoring position, translation, or object See also Figure S8 .
rotation (Fukushima, 1980; LeCun, 1989; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999; Yamins and DiCarlo, 2016) , but whether invariance is always an optimal strategy for biological and artificial vision is unclear. This is emphasized biologically by the fact that sub-populations of upstream cells in inferotemporal cortex maintain small RF sizes (Op De Beeck and Vogels, 2000) and positional sensitivity (DiCarlo and Maunsell, 2003) . Recent behavioral, computational, and fMRI evidence supports parallel preservation of low-level features like SF and positional sensitivity to the highest tiers of temporal, parahippocampal, parietal, and frontal cortex (Arcaro and Livingstone, 2017b; Mackey et al., 2017; Rajimehr et al., 2011) . The preservation of these low-level visual features is thought to be highly informative for scene-level vision (Groen et al., 2017) . Our discovery of highacuity clusters in V4 is consistent with this re-evaluation of the visual processing hierarchy, and the computational advantages of feature preservation versus invariance may depend on the higher-level cognitive demands placed on sensory information. Considering the critical role of V4 during attentional selection (Buffalo et al., 2010; Nandy et al., 2017; Roe et al., 2012) , it would also be informative to test how the lower-and higher-acuity clusters interact with attentional signals. In particular, it would be interesting to know how the clustered functional domains correlate with attentional enhancement of spatial resolution (David et al., 2008) , especially considering that this enhancement has been shown to predominantly affect higher spatial frequencies (Carrasco and Barbot, 2014; Carrasco et al., 2006) .
Reverse-hierarchy theory suggests that the magnocellular stream provides the fast ''coarse'' initial sweep, while slow parvocellular signals representing ''fine'' analysis are processed in a later time window. It was proposed that top-down feedback driven by the coarse analysis meets the feedforward inputs from early visual cortices in this later time window for combining the details through re-entrant loops (Bar, 2004; Bullier, 2001; Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002) . Using drifting sine-wave gratings and reverse cross correlation analysis, many V1 neurons are also known to shift their optimal SF preferences from lower to higher SFs over time (Bredfeldt and Ringach, 2002; Frazor et al., 2004; Mazer et al., 2002) . Specifically, macaque V1 neurons encode low SFs around 30-40 ms before they respond to high SFs (above 4 cycles/ ) with peak responses around 50 ms (ranging from about 40 to 70 ms). This has been interpreted as providing a feedforward early cortical mechanism consistent with coarseto-fine processing (Ringach, 2003) . There is both anatomical and functional evidence that V4 mixes magnocellular and parvocellular inputs (Ferrera et al., 1992; Nassi and Callaway, 2009 ). This is evidenced in the peak response latency of V1 neurons (Mazer et al., 2002; Bredfeldt and Ringach 2002 ) that overlaps the initial response time of V4 neurons encoding high SFs (Figure 8 ), supporting the point that V4 high SF responses most likely inherit from convergent feedforward inputs from early visual cortices. It is important to note that V4 also receives extensive additional recurrent inputs from higher visual areas (Ungerleider et al., 2008) . Therefore, an acuity-selective latency difference could derive from an asymmetry initiated in the feedforward stream, and/or feedback from other visual areas.
Our results confirmed that spatial analysis across lower-and higher-acuity neural clusters indeed occurs within different time windows (Figure 8) . The laminar latency analysis showed that the G laminae respond earliest, with those responses already significantly differentiated between lower-and higher-acuity functional domains ( Figure 8C ). Our results therefore suggest that, at least for gratings, the feedforward inputs into V4 are predominantly responsible for the latency differences, which we observed between these SF-selective functional domains. In a task where fine discriminations were necessary for behavioral performance, the pattern of activity may be weighted more toward the top-down influence as previously suggested (Bar, 2004; Bullier, 2001; Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002; Roelfsema and de Lange, 2016) . More research is needed to disentangle the overlapping mechanisms involved in coarse-to-fine processing.
In summary, we performed a comparative analysis of the unique architecture of macaque cortical areas V1, V2, and V4 for processing spatial information. Our results show how the visual hierarchy segregates local and global features in V4 based on spatial differences and builds a temporal dissociation of the neural activity that is consistent with the coarse-to-fine time course of human object perception. This functional segregation, both spatially and temporally, may provide a new mechanism maintaining finer spatial analysis to later stages where more complex visual cognitive behavior occurs.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Seven adult rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, four males and three females, 6-8 years old, weighing 4.5-10.9 kg) were used in this study. All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Committee of the Institute of Neuroscience, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
METHOD DETAILS Optical Imaging
Five adult rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, two males and three females, 6-8 years old, weighing 4.5-10.0 kg) were prepared and maintained for simultaneous intrinsic-signal optical imaging of V1, V2, and V4 as previously described Pan et al., 2012) .
For visual stimulation, a gamma-corrected monitor (Sony G520, 1280 3 960 pixels, 100 Hz, luminance ranged from 0.1 to 80 cd/m 2 ) was placed 57 cm from the eyes and subtended 40 3 30 . The fovea and other retinal landmarks for all subjects were back projected to the screen center using a reversing ophthalmoscope (Jones et al., 2001 ). Full-screen visual stimuli were generated with PSYCHTOOLBOX-3 running in MATLAB. To activate orientation population responses, sine-wave drifting grating stimuli were presented at four different orientations (0 , 45 , 90 , 135 ) , with each orientation of the stimulus presented at eight different SFs (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 cycles/ ). The temporal frequency was fixed at 1 cycle/s. Local-global textured-bar stimuli (tire track) were constructed using equally spaced short lines (white-on-black) as local elements, oriented 45 from the axis of their globally defined bars. Four global orientations (0 , 45 , 90 , and 135 ) were used for the textured bars to match the orientations of sinewave gratings. The SF for the local-line feature was 3 cycles/ (i.e., three equally spaced local lines per visual degree). The SF of the global feature defined by the local lines was 0.5 cycle/
(1 cycle is composed of a 1 width textured-bar with a 1 gap). For mapping color preference domains (Lu and Roe, 2008; Tanigawa et al., 2010) , isoluminant red/green, yellow/blue, and white/black low SF drifting gratings (SF = 0.25 cycle/ ) were used. For direction preference domains Yin et al., 2015) , random dot stimuli were employed with a dot diameter of 0.3 , dot density of 5 dots/ 2 , and speed of 1 /s, moving in eight directions. For generating eccentricity maps, a 0.5 horizontal light bar moving upward or downward, or a vertical bar moving leftward or rightward at a frequency of 0.08 Hz (speed at 2.33 /sec) was presented monocularly on the CRT monitor, covering 28 3 28 visual space. For data analysis, to generate an intrinsic optical imaging map, we first define a blank frame (R 0 , the average response for the 1 s interval before the stimulus onset) and a response frame (R 1 , the average responses over a period of 2-6 s from stimulus onset). The value of each pixel in the single-condition intrinsic map represents the percentage change of the illumination reflectance (DR/R), calculated as (R 1 -R 0 )/R 0 (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1996) . Differential maps were created by pixelwise subtraction of two single-condition maps activated by a stimulus pair (e.g., 0
-90 or 0 -180 for a differential orientation or direction map, isoluminant red/green -white/black for a differential color map) (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1996) . Orientation preference maps were constructed REAGANT using a vector summation algorithm (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1996) . For visualization, the images were high-pass filtered (1.1-1.2 mm in diameter) and smoothed (85-323 mm in diameter) by circular averaging filters to suppress low-and high-frequency noise while avoiding signal distortion Pan et al., 2012) . For quantitative analysis, it is crucial to have reliable optical signals. The pixel reliability and variability across recording trials from pre-stimulation images was defined as the variance s 2 (Equation 1).
where i is an index of the n trials, ' < > ' represents the mean value of the enclosed vector, and b I is the best-fitting quadratic polynomial of the response profile (Equation 2).
where a, b, and c are fitted polynomial coefficients. Based on the histogram of the variance map, an objective threshold was determined as the intersection of a Gaussian and a power law fit of the distribution (Zhan and Baker, 2006) . Pixels with large cross-trial variance higher than the threshold were overlaid by a gray mask, and were not used in further quantitative analysis Pan et al., 2012) . Using the paradigm described previously for murine V1 (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003) , visuotopy and eccentricity maps in macaque V1, V2, and V4 were obtained. Specifically, Fourier transform was first performed on the complete recording time series of image intensities acquired at each pixel to the moving-bar stimuli. The response phase of each pixel at the temporal frequency of the moving-bar stimulation is extracted from this signal. The hemodynamic delay was removed by subtraction of two phase maps to bar stimulus moving at opposite directions. The phase maps (À180 to 180 ) to vertical or horizontal bar stimulus were finally converted to azimuth or elevation map (À14 to 14 visual angle), for generating the eccentricity map. The region of interests (ROIs) we selected must have significant responses elicited by at least three SFs (not incidental random noise) and the responses must be higher than the 95% confidence interval of the baseline. The minimal area size of the ROI in square millimeters (mm 2 ) must be at least three times the average area size of a super orientation column (the width of a super column is about 500mm). Each data point within the SF tuning curve across ROIs at a given SF was derived from the response averaged across all orientations (0 , 45 , 90 and 135 ). To quantify the SF preference, the SF tuning curve was fitted by a difference of Gaussians function (Alitto and Usrey, 2008; Sceniak et al., 2002) . The preferred SF was thus determined by the response peak of the fitted curve for each ROI. The cut-off SF is defined as the maximal SF having response amplitudes significantly higher than the 95% confidence interval of the baseline. Response profile analysis was performed to extract the orientations that best represent the differential orientation maps (Adesnik et al., 2012; An et al., 2014; Basole et al., 2003) .
The methods used to measure V4 neural RF sizes are equivalent to those previously reported (Chen et al., 2014; Desimone and Schein, 1987) . Specifically, a grating patch was moved along the vertical or horizontal axis to define the horizontal and vertical border of the RF where the grating patch starts to trigger firing of the unit. As reported in a recent study the RF of V4 neurons within a cortical column is similar in position and size , we used the RF of the most responsive channel to represent the RF of each penetration. We also verified our hand-mapped RF with an automatic mapping method if possible (Gallant et al., 1996; Motter, 2009 ). For computer program automatic mapping, a grating patch (1 to 2 degree in size with preferred orientation of the unit to be mapped) was presented randomly in a 9 3 9 or 11 3 11 grid, centered over the center of the hand-mapped RF. For consistency with, as well as for directly comparison with, the earlier study (Desimone and Schein, 1987) , we computed the RF size as the square root of the width 3 height area value for individual V4 units.
For a given V4 neuron, we first obtained the orientation tuning curve by using control stimuli of stimuli of drifting sine-wave gratings varying orientation, from which the biggest response was taken as indicative of the neuron's preferred orientation. When tested with local-global orientation stimuli presented in the same manner as the control gratings, we called this neuron a global orientation encoding neuron when its response peak under these conditions matched the peak response (±15 in orientation) elicited by the control gratings. If the peak response was shifted by 45 (±15 in orientation) away from the peak orientation of the control grating, then we defined it as a local orientation encoding neuron. In some cases, the tuning curve of a neuron had two peaks in response to local-global orientation stimuli. When one peak matched the peak orientation of the control grating (±15 in orientation) and the other was shifted 45 (±15 in orientation) away from the grating peak, we regarded this neuron as encoding both local and global orientations.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Most quantitative and statistical procedures are described in detail in the appropriate subsections of the STAR Methods. For all statistical comparisons, we first used the Lilliefors test from the MATLAB Statistics toolbox to test for normality. If the data were normally distributed, we used a two-tailed t test or ANOVA, and if not we used the Wilcoxon rank sum. To correct for multiple comparisons in the ANOVA we used post-hoc Tukey Kramer correction. The threshold for significance for all hypothesis tests was 0.05.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
All data and MATLAB scripts are available upon request to the Lead Contact.
